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Abstract

In this paper we compute and continue meromorphically to the whole
complex plane the zeta function for twisted modular curves. The twist
of the modular curve is done by a mod p representation of the absolute
Galois group.
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1 Introduction

In chapter 7 of his book [SH], Shimura computed the zeta function for mod-
ular curves and modular abelian varieties by relating the Frobenius morphism
with Hecke operators using some congruence relations. We will use some of his
ideas to compute the zeta function of the curves that we will define below. When
the mod p representation is associated to a rational elliptic curve, such a twisted
modular curve was defined and used in a paper by A. Wiles [W] (see Remark 2).
Let X(p)/Q be the modular curve of the principal congruence subgroup Γ(p)
of SL2(Z) for a prime p ≥ 7 (we do not consider 5 ≥ p, since for these values,
the modular curve has genus 0), which is a geometrically disconnected curve
whose connected components are p − 1 copies of the half upper plane quotient
out by Γ(p). Let X(p) be the compactification of X(p). The curve X(p) has
an action of GL2(Z/pZ) as specified later (see 2.1). For a number field F we
denote by GF the Galois group Gal(Q/F ). We consider a continuous Galois
representation ρ : GQ → GL2(Z/pZ), and let X ′(p)/Q be the curve obtained
from X(p)/Q via twisting by ρ composed with the action of GL2(Z/pZ) on
X(p) (see section 1.2 for the definition of X ′(p)).
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Let Γ̂(p) be the adelic principal congruence subgroup of level p in GL2(Af ),
where Af is the finite part of the adele ring AQ of Q. Let π = πf ⊗ π∞
be a cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AQ), where πf and π∞ are
representations of GL2(Af ) and GL2(R), respectively. If K is an open compact
subgroup of GL2(Af ), let πK

f denote the space of K-fixed vectors of πf . One
can associate to a representation π an L-function L(s, π) which has an analytic
continuation to the whole complex plane as an entire function and verifies a
functional equation: s ←→ 1− s (see [G], Theorems 6.15 and 6.16).

We fix an isomorphism j : Ql → C and from now on we identify these two
fields. Let ρπ,l : GQ → GL2(Ql) ∼= GL2(C), l prime, l 6= p be the two dimen-
sional continuous Galois representation associated to the cuspidal automorphic
representation π. Define L(s, ρπ,l) :=

∏
q Lq(s), where

Lq(s) := det(1− j(ρπ,l(Frobq))|V Iq q−s)−1,

and Frobq is the Frobenius element at q, Iq is the inertia group at q and V is the
space corresponding to ρπ,l. Then L(s, ρπ,l) has an analytic continuation to the
whole complex plane as an entire function and verifies a functional equation:
s ←→ 2− s.

As Shimura proved, we have L(s − 1/2, π) = L(s, ρπ,l). From the work of
Shimura and others (see [SH] Theorems 7.11 and 7.13), we know that the H1

part of the Hasse-Weil zeta functions of X(p) is given by:

L(s,X(p)) =
∏
π

L(s− 1/2, π)dim π
Γ̂(p)
f ,

where the cuspidal automorphic representations π that appear in the product
are of weight 2, satisfy π

Γ̂(p)
f 6= 0 and are cohomological, which means that

H1(gl2(R), SO2(R); π∞) 6= 0. Here, H1(gl2(R), SO2(R); π∞) is the Lie alge-
bra cohomology group with respect to gl2(R) relative to the maximal compact
subgroup SO2(R).

The group GL2(Z/pZ) acts on the modular curve X(p). The composition of
this action with ρ gives us an action of GQ on X(p). Taking complex points of
X(p) we get that GQ acts on X(p)(C) through this geometric action on X(p).
Thus GQ acts on H1(X(p),C). Using this commutativity of this action and
of the Hecke operators outside p we obtain the representation ϕ̃π ◦ ρ of GQ on

π
Γ̂(p)
f (see the beginning of section 2.6 for the definition of ϕ̃π).

Let L(s, ρπ,l ⊗ (ϕ̃π ◦ ρ)) :=
∏

q L
′
q(s), where we denote

L
′
q(s) := det(1− j(ρπ,l(Frobq)|V Iq ⊗ (ϕ̃π ◦ ρ)(Frobq)|UIq )q−s)−1

and U is the space corresponding to ϕ̃π ◦ ρ.
We have two curves X(p)/Q and the twisted one X ′(p)/Q. Their jacobians

J and J
′
are identical over Q, but the Galois actions on J and J

′
are different.

The difference is described by the representation ϕ̃π ◦ ρ . Then we go through
Shimura’s computation of the zeta function of X(p) modifying the Galois action
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by ϕ̃π ◦ ρ and we obtain the first part of the following theorem (which is a
consequence of Proposition 2):

Theorem 1. We have L(s, X ′(p)) =
∏

π L(s, ρπ,l⊗(ϕ̃π ◦ρ)), where the cuspidal
automorphic representations π′s that appear in the product are of weight 2,
verify π

Γ̂(p)
f 6= 0 and are cohomological. If the representation ρ factors through

the Galois group of a solvable Galois extension of a totally real field (i.e. the
field K := (Q)ker(ρ) is a solvable extension of a totally real field), then the
L-function L(s, X ′(p)) has a meromorphic continuation to the whole complex
plane and verifies a functional equation.

In this theorem L(s,X ′(p)) represents the H1 part of the zeta function of
X ′(p). Meromorphic continuation is done combining the technique of Artin-
Brauer with a recent result of Taylor [T] and the GL2-base change for cyclic
extensions proven by Langlands [L]. We shall compute the L-function in the
following section and prove the meromorphic continuation in section 3.

2 Computation of the zeta function

2.1 Known Facts

Let us recall some known facts (see [H1] or [KM]) which will be used in
the proof of Theorem 1. Let N be a positive integer with N > 2, S a scheme,
and E/S an elliptic curve over S. If N : E → E is the multiplication by
N , then the kernel of this morphism E[N ]/S = ker[N ] is a locally free group
scheme of rank N2 over S. A level N -structure is by definition a group scheme
isomorphism φ : (Z/NZ)2/S → E[N ]/S. Let SCH be the category of schemes
and SETS be the category of sets. We consider the following functor εN :
SCH/Spec(Z[1/N ]) → SETS:

εN (S) = [(E, φ)/S|E/S an elliptic curve, φ a level N structure],

where “[·]” means the set of isomorphism classes of the objects in the brackets.
Two structures (E, φ) and (E

′
, φ′) are isomorphic by ϕ : E → E

′
if ϕ is an

isomorphism and ϕ◦φ = φ
′
. It is known that the functor εN is representable over

Spec(Z[1/N ]) by an affine curve X(N). There is a natural action of GL2(Z/NZ)
on εN which is given by (E, φ) → (E, φ ◦ g), if g ∈ GL2(Z/NZ). The action
of −1 ∈ GL2(Z/NZ) is trivial because −1 : E → E induces an isomorphism
(E, φ) ∼= (E, φ ◦ (−1)). Since εN is representable by X(N) over Spec(Z[1/N ]),
the group GL2(Z/NZ) acts on X(N)/Spec(Z[1/N ]).

It is known also that (see [KM], Lemma 10.3.2):

Proposition 1. The group GL2(Z/NZ) acts on the compactified modular curve
X(N).
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2.2 Construction of the Twisted Curve

We fix a continuous representation

ρ : GQ → GL2(Z/pZ)

where p is a prime number. Let K be the finite Galois extension of Q defined
by K := (Q)ker(ρ).

Suppose that a group G acts on an affine scheme X = Spec(R). Then G
determines an action on R. If we consider RG = {r ∈ R|gr = r,∀g ∈ G}, then
RG is a ring. We have that Spec(RG) = Spec(R)/G as a geometric quotient if
R/RG is étale (see [H1] Proposition 1.8.4). If X is not affine and we can cover
X by affine schemes that are stable under G, we similarly obtain a geometric
quotient X/G.

Let
X
′
= X(p)×Spec(Z[1/pd]) Spec(OK [1/pd]),

where OK is the ring of integers of K, d is the discriminant of K/Q, and
OK [1/pd] is the sub-ring of K in which pd is inverted. The group GL2(Z/pZ)
acts on X(p). Since ρ : Gal(K/Q) ↪→ GL2(Z/pZ), the group Gal(K/Q) acts
on X(p). The Galois group Gal(K/Q) has a natural action on Spec(OK [1/pd])
and we can descend via the quotient process X

′
to X ′(p)/Spec(Z[1/pd]) using

the diagonal action
Gal(K/Q) 3 σ → ρ(σ)⊗ σ

on X
′
. Thus, we obtain a smooth projective curve X ′(p)/Spec(Z[1/pd]). This is

the twisted curve that we mentioned in the title. If we do descend as above the
jacobian of X(p)/Spec(Z[1/pd]), we obtain the jacobian of X ′(p)/Spec(Z[1/pd]).

2.3 Zeta Function for Curves

We recall briefly the definition of the H1 part of the Hasse-Weil zeta function
of a smooth projective curve X over S = Spec(Z[1/N ]) where N is a positive
integer. We hereafter call the H1 part, the zeta function of X for simplicity.
First let us consider Fp a finite field of characteristic p and J/Fp an abelian
variety. Let J [ln] the ln-torsion points for a prime number l 6= p. The Galois
group Gal(Fp/Fp) acts on J [ln] for all natural numbers n and taking the limit

Tl(J) = lim
←−

J [ln],

we get the Gal(Fp/Fp)-module Tl(J). We write

ρl : Gal(Fp/Fp) → GL(Tl(J))

for the resulting representation. Let Lp(T ) = det(1− ρl(φp)T ), where φp is the
Frobenius element

Gal(Fp/Fp) 3 (x → xp).
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The polynomial Lp(T ) ∈ Z[T ] does not depend on l.
Now, let X be a smooth proper curve over S = Spec(Z[1/N ]), and J be the

jacobian of X. Then J is an abelian scheme over S = Spec(Z[1/N ]). We denote

J(l) = J ×Spec(Z[1/N ]) Spec(Fl),

for l prime, l - N . We define the zeta function of X over S = Spec(Z[1/N ]) as
the product

L(s,X/S) =
∏

l-N
Ll(l−s)−1

Here the definition of the zeta function is given up to the factors at l|N .

2.4 Twisted Galois action on J

To simplify the notations we regard our curves X(p) and X ′(p) as curves
over Spec(Q). Let J and J

′
be the jacobians of X(p) and X ′(p) respectively.

We obtained X ′(p) from X(p) first tensoring by Spec(OK [1/pd]) and then
making the diagonal quotient. The difference of the action of GQ on the Tate
modules Tl(J) and Tl(J

′
) can be described in the following way: As Zl-modules,

we have Tl(J) = Tl(J
′
), but the Galois action is different. We write the Galois

action of σ ∈ GQ on Tl(J) as x → xσ. We want to describe the action of GQ

on Tl(J
′
) in terms of the action of GQ on Tl(J) and

ρ : GQ → GL2(Z/pZ).

The Galois representation ρ composed with the action of GL2(Z/pZ) on X(p)
induces a representation

ρ
′′

: GQ → Aut(Tl(J)).

Proposition 2. The action of σ ∈ GQ on Tl(J
′
) is given by

x 7→ ρ
′′
(σ)xσ.

Proof:
Let ρ

′
: GQ → Aut(X(p)) be the composition of ρ : GQ → GL2(Z/pZ) and

of the action of GL2(Z/pZ) on X(p). Let W = X(p) ×Spec(Q) Spec(Q). We
have

W (Q) = HomSpec(Q)(Spec(Q), X(p))×HomQ(Q,Q).

An element τ ∈ GQ acts on W (Q) by

τ(x, g) = (ρ
′
(τ)(x), gτ−1),

where (x, g) ∈ W (Q). This is the diagonal action on W (Q) that we use to do
descent. In this circumstance, we can realize the descent as a geometric quotient
of W by the action of GQ.
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Since X ′(p) is obtained from X(p)×Spec(Q)Spec(K) by a twist of Gal(K/Q)-
action, we have

X(p)×Spec(Q) Spec(K) = X ′(p)×Spec(Q) Spec(K).

Thus, we get X(p)(Q) = X ′(p)(Q). Let u = [(x, 1)] ∈ X ′(p)(Q) = X(p)(Q) be
a class of the quotient of W (Q), determined by the above action. The group
GQ acts through its arithmetic action on X(p)(Q) sending

u → uσ = [(xσ, 1)].

Then we describe the action of GQ on X ′(p)(Q) in terms of the action of GQ

on X(p)(Q):

u → uσ
′
= [(x, 1)]σ

′
=

[(xσ, σ)] = [σ−1(ρ
′
(σ)xσ, 1)] = [(ρ

′
(σ)xσ, 1)] = ρ

′
(σ)[(xσ, 1)] = ρ

′
(σ)uσ,

where we attach a ′ to σ to indicate when we refer to the action of GQ on
X ′(p)(Q).

Thus σ ∈ GQ acts on X ′(p)(Q) by sending u → ρ
′
(σ)uσ. We explained

above the action of GQ on X ′(p)(Q) in terms of the action of GQ on X(p)(Q).
We obtain the action in the proposition replacing X(p) and X ′(p) by their
jacobians and by their Tate modules. ¥

2.5 Complex points on the modular curve

We have:

X(p)(C) = GL+
2 (Q)\GL+

2 (AQ)/Γ̂(p)SO2(R)R×

where GL+
2 (Q) = {g ∈ GL2(Q)|detg > 0}, the ring AQ is the adele ring of Q

and GL+
2 (AQ) = GL2(Af )GL+

2 (R), Af is the finite part of the adele ring AQ,
and

Γ̂(p) = {x ∈ GL2(Ẑ)|x ≡ 1(p)}
with Ẑ = ΠpZp.

The group GL2(Z/pZ) acts on X(p)(C). This action can be described in
terms of the following action: GL2(Zp) ↪→ GL2(AQ) by α 7→ (1, ..., α, 1, ..., 1)
(α is the p component). Using the isomorphism GL2(Z/pZ) ∼= GL2(Zp)/Γ̂(p)p,
where

Γ̂(p)p = {x ∈ GL2(Zp)|x ≡ 1(p)},
we get the action of g ∈ GL2(Zp) on X(p)(C) which is given by the left multi-
plication at the p component.
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2.6 The zeta function of the twisted curve

Let π = πf ⊗ π∞ be a cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AQ),
where πf and π∞ are representations of GL2(Af ) and GL2(R), respectively.
Let

ρπ,l : GQ → GL2(Ql) ∼= GL2(C),

l prime, l 6= p be the two dimensional continuous Galois representation associ-
ated to π. If K is an open compact subgroup of GL2(Af ), let πK

f denote the
space of K-fixed vectors of πf .

We write π
Γ̂(p)
f = πΠl6=pGL2(Zl)⊗ π

Γ̂(p)p
p . By the work of Shimura and others

we know that
L(X(p), s) =

∏
π

L(s− 1/2, π)dim π
Γ̂(p)
f ,

where the π′s that appear in the product are of weight 2, verify π
Γ̂(p)
f 6= 0 and

are cohomological i.e. H1(gl2(R), SO2(R); π∞) 6= 0.
We consider the decomposition of the cohomology with compact support of

X(p):

H1
c (X(p),C) = ⊕πH1(gl2(R), SO2(R); π∞)⊗ π

Γ̂(p)
f ,

where the π′s that appear in the product are of weight 2, verify π
Γ̂(p)
f 6= 0 and are

cohomological. The space H1(gl2(R), SO2(R);π∞) is a 2-dimensional complex
vector space. On each of the above summands, GL2(Z/pZ) acts through a
representation of the form 1⊗ϕ−1

π , where ϕπ is a representation of GL2(Z/pZ)

on π
Γ̂(p)p
p . The space H1

et(X(p),Ql) has a decomposition of the same form as
H1

c (X(p),C):

H1
et(X(p),Ql) = ⊕πUQl

(π)⊗Ql
π̃

Γ̂(p)
f ,

where the π′s that appear in the product are of weight 2, verify π
Γ̂(p)
f 6= 0 and are

cohomological, UQl
(π) is the Ql-space of dimension 2 and π̃

Γ̂(p)
f is a Ql-space.

The group GQ acts on each summand of H1
et(X(p),Ql) by a representation of the

form tρ−1
π,l⊗1. We denote by ϕ̃π the representation on π̃

Γ̂(p)
f that corresponds to

ϕπ. Since H1
et(X(p),Ql) ∼= Tl(J)∨⊗Zl

Ql (here Tl(J)∨ is the dual space of Tl(J))
we obtain a decomposition of the same form as above for V = Tl(J)⊗Zl

Ql and
write V [π] (see the above decomposition) for the π component. By the result
of Shimura and the irreducibility of ρπ,l (the irreducibility of ρπ,l is proved in
section 3.2) and multiplicity one of π combined, V [π] is isomorphic to ρπ,l⊗ ϕ̃π

as (GQ, GL2(Z/pZ))-module. For the twist J
′
of J we put V

′
= Tl(J

′
)⊗Zl

Ql.
Then by Proposition 2 , the action of GQ on V

′
[π] is given by ρπ,l ⊗ (ϕ̃π ◦ ρ).

Thus, we get
L(s, X ′(p)) =

∏
π

L(s, ρπ,l ⊗ (ϕ̃π ◦ ρ)).
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Hence, we proved the following result, which is the first part of the main theorem
from the introduction:

Proposition 3. The zeta function of the curve X ′(p) that is obtained from the
compactified modular curve X(p) via twisting by a continuous Galois represen-
tation ρ : GQ → GL2(Z/pZ) composed with the natural action of GL2(Z/pZ)
on X(p) is equal to:

L(s,X ′(p)) =
∏
π

L(s, ρπ,l ⊗ (ϕ̃π ◦ ρ))

where the π′s that appear in the product are of weight 2, with π
Γ̂(p)
f 6= 0 and are

cohomological.

Remark 1. Here we have used the fact that L(s, ρπ,l) = L(s − 1/2, π) by the
solution of the local Langlands conjecture for GL2. We computed the zeta func-
tion of X ′(p) only up to Euler factors at the prime numbers l|pd, where d is the
discriminant of K/Q.

Remark 2. We can replace p and X(p) in the proof of the theorem by an
arbitrary positive integer N and X(N) and obtain essentially the same result.

Actually we studied the twisted curves slightly different from those used in
[W] in order to treat the general ρ. The Galois representation ρ that Wiles used
in [W] comes from an elliptic curve over Q. Thus its action on Q(ζp) is given by
det ρ composed with the cyclotomic character (Z/pZ)× ∼= Gal(Q(ζp)/Q). Thus
the action coincides with the action of GL2(Z/pZ) ⊂ Aut(X(p)) on Q(ζp); so,
we can actually make quotient of X(p) ⊗Spec(Q(ζp)) Spec(K) by the diagonal
action. The new curve thus obtained, slightly different from the one we studied,
is the curve Wiles used whose zeta function can be computed in the same manner
as we described.

3 Meromorphic continuation

Now we try to continue meromorphically the zeta function L(s,X ′(p)) to
the whole complex plane. Since

L(s, X ′(p)) =
∏
π

L(s, ρπ,l ⊗ (ϕ̃π ◦ ρ)),

it is sufficient to continue meromorphically the function L(s, ω ⊗ ρl), where ρl

is the Galois representation

ρl : GQ → GL2(Ql) ∼= GL2(C),

l prime, l 6= p associated to a cuspidal automorphic representation π of weight
2, with π

Γ̂(p)
f 6= 0 and ω : GQ → GLN (C) is an Artin representation.
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Let Qf := Q(a(q)|q prime, q - lp), where a(q) := Tr(ρl(Frobq)) if q - lp, and
Frobq is the Frobenius element at q (ρl is unramified outside lp). If we change
the prime l, then we obtain also the value of a(l). It is known that Qf is a finite
extension of Q. The field Qf is the minimal field of rationality of π. Let Of be
the integer ring of Qf and Ol the l completion of Of for a prime factor l of l in
Qf . Then, ρl : GQ → GL2(Ol) is continuous, unramified outside lp and satisfies
Tr(ρl(Frobq)) = a(q) and det(ρl(Frobq)) = ε(q)q for q prime , q - lp, where ε
is a Dirichlet character. Strictly speaking, we should have written ρl instead of
ρl, but we keep the symbol ρl to simplify our notation. We say that π is of CM
type if the associated representation ρl is an induced from a Galois character of
GM for a quadratic imaginary extension M/Q.

Define K to be the fixed field of Ker(ω).

3.1 CM case

First we consider the case when π is of CM type. By the work of Langlands
and Jacquet (see [G], Theorem 7.4) for any number field E, one can find an
automorphic representation ϕ of GL2(AE) and a place λ of the minimal field
of rationality of ϕ above l such that ρϕ,λ ∼ ρl|GE

. We take the number field E
to be a Galois extension of Q that contains K.

By Brauer’s theorem (see [SE], theorems 16 and 19), we can find Fi ⊂ E
such that Gal(E/Fi) is solvable and the characters χi : Gal(E/Fi) → C× and
the integers mi such that the representation

ω : Gal(E/Q) → Gal(K/Q) → GLN (C),

can be written as

ω =
i=k∑

i=1

miIndGQ

GFi
χi,

as a virtual sum. We denote also by χi the corresponding character of idele
class group A×

Fi
/F×i by class field theory. We know (see [L], Lemma 11.6) that

there is a cuspidal automorphic representation ϕi of GL2(AFi) and a prime λ1

above l such that ρl|GFi
∼ ρϕi,λ1 . Then we have

L(s, ρl ⊗ ω) =
i=k∏

i=1

L(s, ρl ⊗ IndGQ

GFi
χi)mi =

i=k∏

i=1

L(s, IndGQ

GFi
(ρl|GFi

⊗ χi))mi =
i=k∏

i=1

L(s− 1/2, ϕi ⊗ χi ◦ det)mi

which is a product of L-functions that have a meromorphic continuation to the
whole complex plane and verify a functional equation. Thus L(s, ρl⊗ω) can be
meromorphically continued to the whole complex plane when π is of CM type.
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3.2 Solvable extension of a totally real field and non CM
case

We consider the case when K/Q is a solvable extension of Galois totally
real field F and π is not of CM type. We prove in this case that L(s, ρl ⊗ ω)
has a meromorphic continuation and verifies a functional equation. Let εl be
the l-adic cyclotomic character: εl : GF → Z×l for l a prime number and F a
number field. We want to use the following theorem of R. Taylor:

Theorem 2 (R.Taylor). Suppose that l is an odd prime and that k/Fl is a fi-
nite extension. Let F be a totally real field and ρ

′
: GF → GL2(k) a continuous

representation. Suppose that the following conditions hold:
1. the representation ρ

′
is irreducible,

2. for every place v of F above l we have

ρ
′ |Gv

'
(

εlχv,1 ∗
0 χv,2

)

where Gv is the decomposition group above v and χv,1 and χv,2 finitely ramified
characters,
3. for every complex conjugation c we have detρ

′
(c) = −1.

Then there is a finite Galois totally real extension E/F in which every prime
of F above l splits completely , a cuspidal automorphic representation ϕ of
GL2(AE) and a place λ′ of the minimal field of rationality of ϕ above l such
that ρ̄ϕ,λ′ ' ρ

′ |GE , where ρϕ,λ′ : GE → GL2(Mλ′ ) is the continuous irreducible
representation associated to ϕ, the field M is the minimal field of rationality of
ϕ and ρ̄ϕ,λ′ is the reduction of ρϕ,λ′ modulo λ

′
.

Moreover, if ρ
′
(Iv′ ) does not consist of scalar matrices for every place v

′

of E above l (Iv′ is the inertia group at v
′
), then the representation ϕ can be

chosen such that

ρϕ,λ′ |G
v
′ '

(
µv′ ,1 ∗
0 µv′ ,2

)

where Gv′ is the decomposition group above v
′
and the characters µv′ ,1 and µv′ ,2

are the lifts of χv,1 and χv,2 respectively, if v
′
devides v.

This statement is a combination of Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.7 of [T] (in
Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.7 of [T] the representation ρ

′ |Gv verifies detρ
′ |Gv =

εl, but this condition was imposed only to simplify some notations). In our case
where the field F is a Galois extension of Q, one can prove that the field E that
appears in the above theorem can be taken to be Galois over Q by the following
argument. By a M -HBAV over a field E we mean a triple (A, i, j), where
1. A/E is an abelian variety of dimension [M : Q]
2. i : OM ↪→ End(A/E) (algebra homomorphism which takes 1 to identity)
3. j is an OM -polarization (see [T] page 133 for details).
In his paper ([T], page 136), Taylor finds a prime p, a totally real field M , a
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Galois totally real extension E/F in which every place above l and p splits com-
pletely, a quadratic extension L/F in which every place above l and p splits and
a M -HBAV (A, i, j)/E such that the representation of GE on A[λ] is equivalent
to ρ

′ |GE
, and the representation of GE on A[p] is equivalent to IndGF

GL
ψ|GE

for
some character ψ of GL. Here λ and p are primes of M over l and p. Taking the
Galois closure Egal of E, the primes above p and l in F also split completely
in Egal and the above proprieties are verified for M -HBAV (A, i, j)/Egal. Thus
we obtain the result that we wanted.

We shall now verify the conditions of Theorem 2 for some prime number l
and ρ

′
:= ρ̄l|GF

. We remark that in order to find a M -HBAV (A, i, j) as above,
in [T] it was assumed that the image of the representation ρ

′
is not solvable,

but using Proposition 6 below, we can assume this fact.
For l rational prime we say that π is l-ordinary if a(l) is a unit in Ol. We

have the following proposition (see [F] Proposition 2.2):

Proposition 4 (Serre). Any cuspidal automorphic representation π of weight
2 as above is l-ordinary for a set of primes of density 1.

Using the same notations as above, we know by the work of Deligne, Mazur
and Wiles the following theorem (see [H2], theorem 3.26):

Theorem 3 (Deligne, Mazur-Wiles). If a(l) is a unit in Ol for a prime factor
l of l, then

ρl|Gl
'

(
εlδ2 ∗
0 δ1

)

where Gl is the decomposition group at l, the character δ1 is unramified and δ2

is finitely ramified.

We remark that we can use Proposition 4 to find a prime l and a prime ideal
l, such that a(l) is a unit in Ol. Thus, the conditions of Theorem 3 are verified
and we can choose l such that ρ̄l|GF

verifies the condition 2 of the Theorem 2.
Also, it is known that detρl(c) = −1, so we have detρl|GF (c) = −1 for all the
complex conjugations c, thus we verified the condition 3 of the Theorem 2.

We now verify the condition 1 of Theorem 2 i.e. the irreducibility of ρ̄l|GF .
Let Flr be the residue field of Ol mod the maximal ideal and ρ̄l be the

reduction of ρl : GQ → GL2(Ol). By a nice result of Ribet (see[R] section 4)
we have:

Proposition 5 (K. Ribet). For all but finite l, the representation ρl is full if
π is not of CM type, i.e. SL2(Fl) ⊂ ρ̄l(GQ).

Actually Ribet proved a slightly stronger result concerning SL2(Fls) for an
explicit 0 < s ≤ r. Thus we can choose an odd prime l such that SL2(Fl) ⊂
ρ̄l(GQ). We prove the following proposition:

Proposition 6. For all but finite l, the representation ρl|GE is full and hence
irreducible for any totally real extension E/F .

11



Proof:

Using Proposition 5 we may assume that l is odd and that SL2(Fl) ⊂
ρ̄l(GQ). For any x ∈ GQ, xcx−1 fixes E, because E is totally real. Since
im(ρ̄l) contains SL2(Fl), we have that im(ρ̄l|GE

) contains all the SL2(Fl) con-
jugates of ρ̄l(c). We can choose a basis for ρl such that ρl(c) is the diagonal

matrix with diagonal entries 1 and −1. Let
(

a b
c d

)
∈ SL2(Fl). Then we

have that
(

a b
c d

)(
1 0
0 −1

)(
a b
c d

)−1

=
(

a b
c d

)(
1 0
0 −1

)(
d −b
−c a

)
=

(
ad + bc −2ab

2cd −bc− da

)
∈ im(ρ̄l|GE

). For a = d = 1 and c = 0 we get that
(

1 2b
0 −1

)
∈ im(ρ̄l|GE

). Thus, we have
(

1 −2b
0 −1

) (
1 0
0 −1

)
=

(
1 −2b
0 1

)
∈

im(ρ̄l|GE
). Since 2 is invertible in Fl and b is an arbitrary element of Fl,

we get that im(ρ̄l|GE ) contains all the elements of the form
(

1 e
0 −1

)
with

e ∈ Fl. For a = d = 1 and b = 0 we get
(

1 0
2c −1

)
∈ im(ρ̄l|GE ). Thus,

(
1 0

2c −1

)(
1 0
0 −1

)
=

(
1 0

2c 1

)
∈ im(ρ̄l|GE ) and we obtain that im(ρ̄l|GE )

contains all the elements of the form
(

1 0
f 1

)
for f ∈ Fl. But the elements

(
1 e
0 1

)
and

(
1 0
f 1

)
with e, f ∈ Fl generate SL2(Fl), so ρ̄l|GE is full. Thus,

ρ̄l|GE
is irreducible. ¥

So we proved that we can find l such that ρ̄l|GF is irreducible and verifies the
conditions 2 and 3 of the Theorem 2. We fix an l that verifies these proprieties.
Thus, we can conclude using Theorem 2, that there is a Galois totally real
extension E of Q, which contains F , a cuspidal automorphic representation ϕ

′

of GL2(AE) and a place λ
′

of the field of coefficients of ϕ
′

above l such that
ρ̄ϕ′ ,λ′ ∼ ρ̄l|GE

.
Now we use the following theorem (this is Theorem 5.1 of [SW]):

Theorem 4. Let F be a totally real number field and let ρ : Gal(F/F ) →
GL2(Ql) be a representation satisfying:
1. ρ is continuous and irreducible,
2. ρ is unramified at all but a finite number of finite places,
3. det ρ(c) = −1 for all complex conjugations c,
4. det ρ = ψεl, where ψ is a character of finite order,

5. ρ|Di '
(

ψi
1 ∗

0 ψi
2

)
, with ψ2|Ii having finite order, where Di, for i = 1, . . . , t

are the decomposition groups at the places v1, . . . , vt of F dividing l and Ii ⊂ Di

are the inertia groups,

6. ρ̄ is irreducible and ρ̄|Di '
(

χi
1 ∗

0 χi
2

)
, i = 1, . . . , t, with χi

1 6= χi
2 and
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χi
2 = ψi

2 mod λ,
7. there exists an automorphic representation π0 of GL2(AF ) and a prime λ0

of the field of coefficients of π0 above l such that ρ̄π0,λ0 ' ρ̄ and ρπ0,λ0 |Di
'(

φi
1 ∗

0 φi
2

)
, i = 1, . . . , t, and χi

2 = φi
2 mod λ.

Then we have ρ ' ρπ,λ1 for some automorphic representation π and some prime
λ1 of the field of coefficients of π above l.

We show now, that the representation ρl|GE
verifies all the conditions of the

Theorem 4: the representation ρl|GE
is irreducible, since we have chosen l so

that ρ̄l|GE is irreducible; the conditions 1, 2, 3, 4 are verified (see the beginning
of section 2); the condition 5 is proved by Theorem 3 out of our choice of l;
the condition 6 is satisfied also (for a big l), since we proved that ρ̄l|GE

is
irreducible by our choice of l and (using the notations of the Theorem 3) we
have εlδ2 mod λ 6= δ1 mod λ for l sufficiently large, since δ2 is a finite character
independent of l and εl(Ii) increases linearly with l, while δ1 is unramified; the
condition 7 is satisfied by Theorem 2 by our choice of l. Thus we can choose l
such that Theorem 4 is verified.

Hence we can apply Theorem 4 to find an automorphic representation ϕ
of GL2(AE) and a place λ of the field of coefficients of ϕ above l such that
ρϕ,λ ∼ ρl|GE . The field K is a Galois solvable extension of F , so the field KE
is a Galois solvable extension of E. By Langlands base change for Galois cyclic
extensions (see [L], Proposition 11.5), we get a automorphic representation ϕ

′′

of GL2(AKE) and a place λ
′′

of the field of the coefficients of ϕ
′′

above λ such
that ρϕ′′ ,λ′′ ∼ ρl|GKE

.
Thus we proved the following theorem, which is a combination of the above

discussion and the beginning of section 3.1:

Theorem 5. If π is a cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AQ), of
weight 2 and K is a solvable extension of a totally real field, then there is a
solvable extension of a totally real field K

′
that contains K and an automorphic

representation ϕ
′′

of GL2(AK′ ) and a prime λ
′′

of the field of coefficients of ϕ
′′

above l such that ρπ,l|G
K
′ ∼ ρϕ′′ ,λ′′ .

In order to prove the meromorphic continuation of L(s, ρl⊗ω) we can use the
same method as in section 3.1. To find ϕi as in section 3.1 out of ϕ

′′
(in section

3.1 the representation was ϕ), we use the result of Langlands (see [L], Lemma
11.6) that ϕ

′′
descends to ϕi, because KE/Fi is a solvable Galois extension.

We deduce that L(s, ρl ⊗ ω) can be meromorphically continued to the whole
complex plane and verifies a functional equation when K is solvable extension
of a totally real field and π is not of CM type.

Combining this section where we treated non CM type case and section 3.1
(read the last sentence of section 3.1) where we treated the CM type case, we can
conclude in particular that when the field K is a solvable extension of a Galois
totally real field, L(s,X ′(p)) has a meromorphic continuation to the complex
plane and verifies a functional equation. Thus, we proved the second part of
the main theorem from the introduction.
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